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inning their passion and purpose 

Pinterest advice from 17 health coaches and wellness pros
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When it comes to Pinterest, here’s how they ... 

 Started their pages and boards  Developed a strategy  Direct traffic back to their sites 

 Use tools to make pinning easier Get the attention of their target audiences 
 Fit Pinterest into their busy lives  Use creativity to stand out 

 Stay up-to-date on an ever-changing platform 
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Welcome! 
From talking with hundreds of health coaches and wellness pros, I know they consider social media marketing a 
“must do” to promote and grow their businesses. With Pinterest, most say they’re OK using it personally,  
but many are at a loss when it comes to pinning for business. They’ve asked for advice, 
and I know the coaches, authors, trainers, bloggers and experts who generously 
provided input will inspire us all to get pinning! You can find their stories on pages: 

1 Kandice Poirier • AADP Certified Holistic Health Coach 
2 Nina Manolson, MA • Health Coach and Psychology of Eating Coach 
3-4 Wendy Moore • Owner of Aspen Yoga Mats and Former Teacher and Trainer 
5 Sonia Hazard, LMT, NCMT • Owner of Nia Massage and Positive Attitude Adjuster 
6 Ricki Heller • PhD, RHN and Author of Naturally Sweet & Gluten-Free 
7-8 Katie Bressack • AADP, CHHC Women's Health Expert & Balanced Beings Founder 
9 Laura Beghein • Gluten-free Blogger, Nutritionist and Health Coach 
10 Lou Ann Donovan • Holistic Health Coach and Healthy Living Blogger 
11-12 Roni Noone • Healthy 70 lb.-loser, Blogger and Food Fanatic 
13 Marissa Vicario, CHHC, AADP • Founder, Marissa's Well-being and Health 
14 Maureen Wielansky • The Vitality Expert and Professional Speaker 
15-16 Laura London • The Green Fitness Goddess, Fitness and Holistic Health Coach 
17 Cynthia Sanchez • RN, Pinterest and Social Media Strategist, Trainer and Speaker 
18

 Dani Spies 
• Health and Weight-Loss Coach and Fitness Enthusiast 

Hi, I’m Melanie. My
advice is on page 22 

19-20 Marly McMillen Beelman • Author, Blogger, Vegan Recipe Creator and Podcaster 
21 Amanda Cook • Certified Health Coach, Online Strategist, WellpreneurOnline.com and VintageAmanda.com 
22 Melanie Deardorff • Digital Marketer, Social Media Strategist and Health Coach 

Thanks for requesting this ebook! This is your personal copy. To share it with others, please use this link: 
SocialMediaforWellnessPros.com/free-pinterest-ebook. 
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Started my page and boards 
When I started pinning, I began solely as a person, not a business or someone 
trying to sell or market ideas. My approach to life and what’s been key to my 
success is being personable. People do not want to follow you on Pinterest (or any 
other social network) to only see the products you're offering. People use social 
media to connect with brands and people they admire and to build relationships. 
Pinning things you enjoy, find visually stimulating or personally plan to create shows 
your fan base a little bit about you — without becoming too personal. 

Among my Pinterest boards, you'll find a fashion board, a board with things I 
admire for each of my daughters (like room decor and fun craft ideas), a board 
of pure snark (because I can be a bit snarky!), my health coaching ideas and free-
bies, recipes I pin from my health coaching blog, beautiful and creative lunches 
I pin from my kids’ food website (facebook.com/wearentscaredofsugar), a ‘did it’ 
board (this is my favorite!) and a few others. 

When it comes to Pinterest, here’s how I ... 

“ 

The key to Pinterest is balance. Be yourself, market yourself and take the time to 
interact. Don't spend your life on social media, but take a few minutes every day 
or every other, to get personal with a few people. It works, I promise!” Kandice Poirier • AADP Certified Holistic Health Coach 


pinterest.com/
kandipie 

People do not want to
follow you on Pinterest 
to only see the products
you're offering. They want
to connect with brands 

glowsohealthy.com • @thekandipie • facebook.com/KandicePoirierHHC and people they admire. 
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pin-

When it comes to Pinterest, here’s how I ... 

Developed a strategy 

pinterest.com/
ninamanolson 

“ Instead of getting ‘purely strategic’ about Pinterest, I have fun with it. I joined it from 
a place of pure passion ─ passion for sharing healthy living and passion for beautiful 
images. Here are the “strategically satisfying” ways it supports my business: 

 I use it as a way for people to really get a picture of who I am, to make me 
accessible and real. I've used a board to tell my story of how I became a health 
coach. It illustrates my professional experience and personal journey 

 I post a combination of inspiration and practical tips and recipes. I stay pretty 
focused on those issues (with a little fashion thrown in), because that's what I'm 
interested in and it's what my target market is interested in. 

 My blog always has at least one image I can pin. I use the "pin it" button in my 
bookmark bar for ease of pinning. 

 I upgraded to a business account to track my activity and learn what works best. 
 I've connected Pinterest to my Facebook personal page and business page, as 

this invites my Facebook community to become my Pinterest community as well. 
 Between having "Health Coach" in my name and having the top boards on my 

page be all about healthy living, I clearly broadcast what I'm about. To add value to coaching 
 To add value to my coaching programs, I create shared and/or secret boards for programs, I create shared 

program members so they have access to a collective Pinterest recipe book. and/or secret boards for
program members so they ” Nina Manolson, MA • Health Coach and Psychology of Eating Coach have access to a collec-

NinaManolson.com • @NinaManolson • facebook.com/NinaManolsonWellness tive Pinterest recipe book. 
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3 When it comes to Pinterest, here’s how I ... 

Use creativity to stand out 
At first I really didn’t understand Pinterest. People kept saying it was like a bulletin board or scrapbook. I suppose 
it is, but it is so much more. Aspen Yoga Mats is such a colorful and visual product, Pinterest has become a great 
way to expose our custom-embroidered yoga mats to many, many people who love yoga, love color and enjoy 
the designs we have created. 

Part of what sets our company apart is customers get to choose their mat by their “color personality.”  So we 
created our Pink, Turquoise, Tangerine, Aloe and Plum boards. Next we featured our embroidered icons, 
Laughing Buddha, Yin/Yang, Orchid Branch, Aspen Leaf and “BALANCE.” Since we’re interested in healthy 
foods, we added a Yummy board. Things built from there and as our company grew, so did our Pinterest boards. 

We began to do custom-embroidered mats for studios, resorts, spas and corporations and had finished products 
to show on Pinterest. We built on our love of color by adding a board featuring our colors and also colors in art. 
We find humor in almost anything, but especially our ability to achieve some of the yoga poses. So in order to 
laugh at ourselves and encourage that in others, we created a Don’t Take Yoga So Seriously board. Alternately, 
we honored the stunning bodies and poses on our Strike a Pose board. 

“ 

The key to Pinterest for Aspen Yoga Mats? Find things that we want to promote and that allow customers to 
learn about who we are and where we’re headed. The more you let people see what’s behind your products 
and share in your creativity, the more fun you’ll have — and the more engaged they’ll be with your brand. ”Wendy Moore • Owner of Aspen Yoga Mats and Former Pilates Teacher and Personal Trainer 
aspenyogamats.com • @aspenyogamats • facebook.com/AspenYogaMats 

© 2014 SocialMediaforWellnessPros.com•Health coaches and wellness pros pinning their passion and purpose 
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Pinterest has become a great 
way to expose our custom-
embroidered yoga mats to 
many, many people who 
love yoga, love color and 
enjoy the designs we have 
created. 
Part of what sets us apart is 
customers get to choose their 
mat by their “color personal-
ity.” So we created our Pink, 
Turquoise, Tangerine, Aloe 
and Plum Pinterest boards. 

 
 Wendy Moore 

pinterest.com/
aspenyogamats 
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I’m a Tech Head through osmosis (married to a Tech Head Level 5), so I love play-
ing with software and apps, and I haven't broken my computer yet! I try to get 
my apps for free and embrace the diversity of all the different things they offer. 
The trick is to not to let the technology overwhelm you. Pinterest can have you 
spinning off into Time Infinite — can't it? So a timer app may be a good idea! 

I sometimes pin on the fly using my iPhone or iPad. To add text to my pictures, 
I use Over or Phoster. I use PicPlayPost to meld pics and video together, and 
Cameo and Capture are other good video apps to use. 

For other social networks, like Facebook and Twitter, I used HootSuite in the past to 
share my posts — but I sometimes forgot a very important thing: You are having 
a conversation, not just always giving information. Don’t just stack posts and not 

When it comes to Pinterest, here’s how I ... 

“ 
Use tools to make pinning easier 

monitor your responses. On Pinterest it’s not as much about having conversations, 
but it’s still important to be strategic with pinning. For example, because some 
pinners will scroll until they get to posts they’ve seen earlier in the day, I roll my 
content out slowly to get the ‘eyes’ of different readers.” Sonia Hazard, LMT, NCMT • Owner of Nia Massage and Positive Attitude Adjuster 
niamassage.com • @niamassage • facebook.com/NiaMassageLLC 

pinterest.com/
srhazard 

I sometimes pin on the fly
using my iPhone or iPad.
To add text to my pictures,
I use Over or Phoster. I use 
PicPlayPost to meld pics
and video together. 
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Because my target market (candida) is a fairly small niche, I need to draw in 
people through as many channels as possible. To begin with, I mention my focus 
on candida in my Pinterest profile so anyone who visits my page knows immedi-
ately that it’s a key part of what I focus on. If they go to my website via the link on 
Pinterest, they’ll find recipes and information for anyone on an anti-candida diet. 

My strategy was to create several boards that relate to candida in different ways. 
That allowed me to take a single blog post or web page and then pin it onto 
more than just one board, reaching a different audience each time I repin some-
thing. I created a Candida Information board. Next, I started a Candida Diet-
Friendly Recipes board. But not everyone who might be interested in these follows 
a candida diet. To expand further, I added Sweet Stevia, Vegan Paleo and Grain-
Free boards — all which allow me to re-pin at least some of the recipes from the 
original board. If I re-pin my own posts, I always try to do so on boards with differ-

When it comes to Pinterest, here’s how I ... 

“ 
Get the attention of my target market 

ent audiences, so the same pin gets more exposure reaching different people. 
You definitely don't want to bombard your followers with multiple pins of the exact 
same image! Boards with disparate audiences can help to avoid that problem.” Ricki Heller • PhD, RHN and Author of Naturally Sweet & Gluten-Free 
rickiheller.com • @RickiHeller • facebook.com/RickiHellerpage 

pinterest.com/
rickiheller 

If I re-pin my own posts,
I always try to do so on
boards with different 
audiences, so the same 
pin gets more exposure
reaching different people. 
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I have discovered that with any social media platform, there needs to be a strategy in place to help keep you 
from not feeling overwhelmed with everything. If you are on Pinterest, you are probably also on Facebook, 
Twitter and Instagram — so you might be spending tons of time on social media, rather than building sales to 
grow your business.  

The best place to start is to set up time every single day for social media. Carve out 30 minutes in the morning 
and later in the day to devote to it. If you are on four different social media platforms, give yourself only seven 
minutes on each at a time. 

In the morning, use your social networking only for business, especially with Pinterest since there are so many 
awesome things that will catch your eye. Use this time to post a new picture of your own and post from your 
blog. At night, repin some of your favorite health and wellness ideas and recipes. 

By streamlining the time you’re posting on social media — as well as the way you are utilizing Pinterest — 

When it comes to Pinterest, here’s how I ... 

“ 
Fit pinning into my busy life 

it will create more time in your day for your business. Another good tip is to keep things consistent among 
social media channels and use their formats to their strengths. For Pinterest, images and recipes get re-pinned 
the most, whereas on Twitter, live events and hashtags are very useful to get more followers.  ” Katie Bressack • AADP, CHHC Women's Health Expert & Balanced Beings Founder 
katiebressack.com • @katiebressack • facebook.com/BalancedBeings 
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Set up time every single day 
for social media. Carve out 30 
minutes in the morning and 
later in the day to devote to 
it. If you are on four different 
social media platforms, give 
yourself only seven minutes on 
each at each time. 
 
In the morning, use your 
social networks only for 
business, especially with 
Pinterest since there are so 
many awesome things that 
will catch your eye.  

 
 Katie Bressack 

pinterest.com/
katiebressack 
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Started my page and boards 

As a Holistic Health Coach and mother of two, I am always looking for inspiring 
ways to encourage my clients and family to stay well and eat healthier. I first 
began utilizing Pinterest for personal use and soon realized the broad reach I 
could have with people around the globe. 

Many people benefit from individualized boards focused on specific issues and 
health aliments. A request from a Pinterest follower led me to create a board 
devoted to Hypothyroidism, which later gave me the idea to create a board 
focused on Arthritis, a common ailment for many of my clients and readers. 

Don't be afraid to comment on other Pinterest boards to create a sense of 
community. Also, be sure to get involved in community boards to drive more 
traffic and awareness to you and your website. 

When it comes to Pinterest, here’s how I ... 

“ 

” Laura Beghein • Gluten-free Blogger, Nutritionist and Health Coach 

laurasglutenfreepantry.com • @gfpantry • facebook.com/GFPantry 


pinterest.com/
gfpantry 

Don't be afraid to comment 
on other boards to create 
a sense of community. Also,
be sure to get involved in
community boards to drive
more traffic and awareness. 
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Direct traffic back to my site 

When it comes to Pinterest, here’s how I ... 

There are two core strategies I use with my Pinterest boards to drive traffic back 
to my blog. First is the board title and placement on Pinterest. I placed my blog’s 
board in the top left corner known as prime Pinterest real estate (did you know 
you can just drag a board to that position?). This is the first board you will see on 
my Pinterest wall rather than having it buried further down the page. My board 
title, Live-Young.com blog, is my website name and the word “blog” is to identify 
the board contents. Further, I created another board for my health coach 
business, Coaching...Live Young Now, which will link back to my blog. 

Second strategy is branding and consistency of pins. My blog posts are pinned 
directly from my site, so the post link will attach to the pin. Here are some tips for 
repins: Add the blog site name to the pin description, which is also a clickable link. 
Also, brand the photo with the site name — ex. Live-Young.com. I purchase many 
photos for just $1 from Photodune.net, and the ones I select are intended to be a 

“ 

visual image of my written post. Finally, consistency of execution is critical with 
Pinterest as is the case with all other marketing.” Lou Ann Donovan • Holistic Health Coach, CHHC, AADP, and Healthy Living Blogger 
live-young.com • @louanndonovan • facebook.com/LiveYoungNow 

pinterest.com/
louanndonovan 

I placed my blog’s board
in the top left corner known
as prime Pinterest real 
estate. (Did you know you
can just drag a board to
that position?) 
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As a professional blogger, I not only create content — and a lot of it — but I manage multiple channels 
on multiple social media sites. So I don't have a lot of time and attention to give each one. My strategy for 
Pinterest is simple: Great images. 

I can create the best recipe in the world, but if there is no corresponding photo to market and promote 
the recipe it won't reach anyone. Pinterest is for the visual. And my content has to have a strong 
visual component. I will never post a recipe without a photo or an article without a corresponding image. 
Great content needs at least one great image. That image is your ticket into Pinterest. 

When I post new content, I pin the best photo of that content to a descriptive board that has similar content. 
For example I have a board for my best Fall Recipes. When I post a new recipe that belongs in that category, 
I pin it immediately. I then promote the pin on Twitter and Facebook — ‘cross-pollinating’ my content across 
multiple channels. 

Once your boards are set up, pinning takes seconds and promoting them across your other channels is as 

When it comes to Pinterest, here’s how I ... 

“ 
Developed a strategy 

simple as a check-box selection. Having a presence on Pinterest and other social sites doesn't need to be 
time-intensive. You just need to be consistent and offer great content with great images. Let your audience 
take it from there.” Roni Noone • Healthy 70 lb.-loser, Blogger and Food Fanatic 

ronisweigh.com • @RoniNoone • facebook.com/RonisWeigh 
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My strategy for Pinterest 
is simple: Great images. 
 
I can create the best recipe 
in the world — but if there is 
no corresponding photo to 
market and promote the 
recipe, it won't reach anyone. 
 
Pinterest is for the visual. And 
my content has to have a 
strong visual component.  

 
 Roni Noone 

pinterest.com/ 
RoniNoone 
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Started my page and boards 

It's easy to get overwhelmed with trying to create boards and then populate 
them with content, but I just let the process flow naturally. I created boards by 
thinking about all the areas of my life that defined me (i.e., what I'm passionate 
about) — fitness, healthy eating, healthy cooking, fashion, spirituality, book-lover, 
home decorating, etc. — then created a corresponding board for each with a 
catchy title. And don't forget the board's description and to use searchable hash- 
tags for each one. 

For me, it’s important to present a mix of curated content (pins that linked to other 
sites) balanced with pins that link back to my own website and blog. Whenever I 
write a new blog post, I always make sure to create a pinnable image and as part 
of my social sharing activities, pin it to a board. Because Pinterest tends to be 
addictive, it was easy, at first, to fill my boards with content by spending just 
15 minutes per day on the site. Now, I spend far less time there, and it's still one of 

When it comes to Pinterest, here’s how I ... 

“ 

my top traffic sources for my website. My Pinterest account is now an authentic 
reflection of me, and my business gets thousands of daily impressions. ” Marissa Vicario, CHHC, AADP • Founder, Marissa's Well-being and Health 
mwahonline.com • @MarissaVicario • facebook.com/MarissasWellbeingandHealth 

pinterest.com/
MarissaVicario 

For me, it’s important to
present a mix of curated
content — balanced with 
pins that link back to my
own website and blog. 
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Get the attention of my target market 

I attract people to my Pinterest page by naming my boards with keyword-rich 
titles, such as Healthy Recipes, Get Moving and Stress-less. But, I also use my own 
flair and branding! For example, I love color and beauty and clean lines, so I 
created and sought out pins that reflected me while providing great information. 

My Get Moving board is chock-full of exercise programs that are easy to follow, 
fun and creative. In addition, my Healthy Recipe board is helpful to my followers 
and to me. When I am wondering what’s for dinner, I just go to my board! 

As I fell more in love with Pinterest, I became very strategic about what pictures 
I would put on my blog so that readers would be enticed to click, follow and 
then share. The magic bullet on Pinterest, though, is commenting! While many 
may re-pin or like your pin, few comment on a pin. By commenting, I met others 
who share my love for health and wellness and have been of service. 

When it comes to Pinterest, here’s how I ... 

“ 

Finally, with Pinterest I can allow my personality to shine through and show all of 
me — instead of just promoting my business and services.” Maureen Wielansky • The Vitality Expert and Professional Speaker 
makingitallfit.com • @makingitallfit • facebook.com/focus.implement.transform 

pinterest.com/
wielansky 

I love color and beauty
and clean lines, so I 
created and sought out
pins that reflected me
while providing great
information. 
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Here’s my advice for a winning Pinterest strategy that gets the attention of my target market and drives 
people back to my website. 

Women love Pinterest, especially woman in my target market, who are ages 35-45. They are interested in 
health, wellness and getting back into shape. I designed my Pinterest boards to meet their needs. It’s like 
one-stop shopping. I pin my healthy recipes, fitness videos and also my blog posts from my website and 
YouTube channel. 

First, I use key words to title my boards that women are searching for. Then I add a description to the pin with a 
clickable link back to my site or YouTube channel, which helps to drive traffic to those sites. I also add hashtags 
to the description, which is another way people search for a specialized board such as #lowerbodyworkout. 
I have pin boards for my e-books and online programs, as well. 

A great idea is to start a pin board and invite other people to pin to it. It’s another great way to build more 
traffic to your Pinterest board and ultimately your website or blog. 

When it comes to Pinterest, here’s how I ... 

“ 
Direct traffic back to my site 

My last idea when creating your blog or website is to have a Pinterest button that shares your blog post right to 
Pinterest so people can share your posts for you! ” Laura London • The Green Fitness Goddess, Fitness and Holistic Health Coach 
LauraLondonFitness.com • @LauraLondonFit • facebook.com/LauraLondonFitness 

© 2014 SocialMediaforWellnessPros.com•Health coaches and wellness pros pinning their passion and purpose 
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Women love Pinterest, 
especially women in my
target market, who are ages
35-45. They are interested in
health, wellness and getting
back into shape. 

I designed my Pinterest 
boards to meet their needs. 
It’s like one-stop shopping. I
pin my healthy recipes, fitness
videos and also my blog
posts from my website and
YouTube channel. 

Laura London 

pinterest.com/
lauralondonfit 
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Developed a strategy 
When it comes to Pinterest, here’s how I developed my own and my clients’ 
strategies. It all begins with asking two questions: Who am I trying to reach? 
How can I use Pinterest to serve them? 

Once these questions are answered, we can then begin developing a plan for 
launching or revamping a Pinterest account. The plan includes what the topics of 
the boards should be, what the profile picture should be and what words should 
be used in the account name and description. This information also helps guide 
the types of content and types of images to pin to the account. For example, 
if you’re trying to reach a young, single guy trying to get in shape, the type of 
content that you’d pin to attract and serve him would be very different than if 
your ideal client is an older woman with grandchildren trying to get in shape. 

From there, we look at the site the account is linked to. Is the content on the 
site consistent with the goals? Since Pinterest is an amazing source of traffic-
generation, we also look at how often new content is published to the site that 

When it comes to Pinterest, here’s how I ... 

“ 

can be shared on Pinterest. This includes blog posts, new products and new 
services. We then develop a Pinterest posting schedule of both original content 
and curated content to bring attention to the account and traffic to the site.” Cynthia Sanchez • RN, Pinterest and Social Media Strategist, Trainer and Speaker 
ohsopinteresting.com • @OSPInteresting • facebook.com/ospinteresting 

pinterest.com/
Cynthiapins 

It all begins with asking
two questions: 
Who am I trying to reach?
How can I use Pinterest to 
serve them? 
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When it comes to Pinterest, here’s how I ... 

“ 

” 

It's so easy to get sucked into Pinterest, so here's how I make sure that my pinning 
time does not dominate my life! For starters, I allot a certain amount of time 
each day. It's usually about 30 minutes, which is not a lot of time. But if you are 
consistent every day, it adds up quickly. When I am pinning my own work, I 
commit to not looking around. No surfing, no perusing, no peeking. I stay on task 
(or at least most of the time!). 

When pinning, I choose a category that I want to share (i.e., breakfast, snacks, 
salads, etc.) and create the board from start to finish. Sometimes it takes days 
to finish just one board — but since I can't pin 24/7, I have to think of the big picture 
and just do what I can each day. Again, consistency is key and before you know 
it, you’ll have an awesome Pinterest page without letting this tool take over your 

18 


Fit pinning into my busy life 

day (and life!). 

Dani Spies • Health and Weight-Loss Coach and Fitness Enthusiast 
cleananddelicious.com • @danispies • facebook.com/CleanAndDeliciousWithDaniSpies 

pinterest.com/
danispies 

When pinning my own
work, I commit to not 
looking around. No surfing,
perusing or peeking. I stay
on task (or at least most
of the time!). 
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I have Pinterest in mind early in my recipes’ post-development process, which means I try to include at least 
one portrait photo because I know those do better on Pinterest. I like adding text to the photos, including 
my watermark, just in case the photo becomes separate from the description I posted. I want anyone who 
comes across my pin to know what's in the photo — those aren't just apple muffins, they're vegan apple 
muffins, or gluten-free or some other distinction. 

If you've noticed, Pinterest has fixed “real estate” horizontally, but vertical pins have more flexibility. That's 
why I like to include a portrait photo in each of my posts, and I place it high in the post to encourage readers 
to pin it. When that portrait-oriented photo is pinned, it helps it get more repins. 

I like to reorder my boards regularly. I call it the Grocery Store Effect. You know how grocery stores move 
things around from time to time? You go in looking for pasta on Aisle 3 and it's now on Aisle 6. Annoying? 
Yes, but purposeful. Stores know that by moving things around, it exposes customers to different areas of 
the store. I feel the same about Pinterest. If you move less-popular or new boards next to one of your 

When it comes to Pinterest, here’s how I ... 

“ 
Use creativity to stand out 

more successful boards, it can help draw attention to the new board, allowing followers the opportunity to 
discover your other topics of interest.” 
Marly McMillen Beelman • Author, Blogger, Vegan Recipe Creator and Podcaster 
namelymarly.com • @NamelyMarly • facebook.com/namelymarly 
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If you've noticed, Pinterest 
has fixed “real estate” 
horizontally, but vertical 
pins have more flexibility. 
That's why I like to include 
a portrait photo in each of 
my posts, and I place it high 
in the post to encourage 
readers to pin it. When that 
portrait-oriented photo is 
pinned, it helps it get more 
repins. 
 

 
 Marly McMillen Beelman 

pinterest.com/ 
namelymarly 
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pin-

I joined Pinterest for fun ─ pinning recipes, crochet patterns, DIY beauty ideas, 
quotes and a few of my favorite blog posts from my own site. And then something 
unexpected happened. Pinterest became my biggest referral traffic source (after 
Google organic search results)! So I did more of what was working ─ creating 
more boards, pinning more content – and saw my traffic from Pinterest increase 
even more. 

People online are busy, often distracted, and they don’t want to have to think. 
One secret to my success is to make it as easy as possible for a reader to pin 
my content. I installed a WordPress plug-in, jQuery Pin It Button, on my site that 
displays a ‘Pin’ symbol when a reader hovers over the image. You could also put 
a little link below the image to pin the content. (Even if you’re not actively using 
Pinterest, you should use one of these strategies.) 

Another tip: Check Pinterest’s analytics to see the ‘most repinned’ pins. This gives 

When it comes to Pinterest, here’s how I ... 

Direct traffic back to my site 

pinterest.com/
vintageamanda 

“ 

you an idea of which types are most effective. Pin more of the things that resonate Check Pinterest’s analytics
instead of continually trying to come up with new types of pins. This narrows your to see the ‘most repinned’
focus, saves you time and energy and keeps pinners coming back regularly. pins. This gives you an idea

of which types are most ” 
Amanda Cook • Certified Health Coach and Online Strategist, WellpreneurOnline.com effective. Pin more of the 
VintageAmanda.com • @VintageAmanda • facebook.com/vintageamanda things that resonate. 
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A social network is like the weather in Kansas City, where I live. If you don’t like it, 
just wait and it’ll change. Just like the other social networks, Pinterest changes 
things up occasionally. To keep current, here are my favorite go-to resources: 
 

 I regularly read Pinterest’s blog and also its blog for business owners. 
 Michael Stelzner & Co.’s Social Media Examiner covers a wide variety of 

social topics, but I love that SME offers 800+ Pinterest articles in its archives! 
 I file “top apps” and “best tools” posts and news stories in Evernote, and here 

are recent finds: Mashable’s 8 apps to beautify your Pinterest quotes, Jeff Bullas’ 
12 Awesome Pinterest Tools To Power Up Your Marketing and this nifty group 
board, Pinterest Resources: Tips, Guides, Tools, Apps, Infographics, Tutorials and 
More (Longest. Name. Ever.) 

 I’m a BIG podcast fan, and Cynthia Sanchez’ Oh So Pinteresting podcast is a 
fave (find it on her website, iTunes and Stitcher). I also enjoy her OSP blog and 
think Cynthia’s free Pinterest video training course is super-helpful. 

 And (insert shameless plug) over in the Social Media for Health Coaches private 
Facebook group I manage, we also have a great time talking about Pinterest. 

 
Melanie Deardorff • Digital Marketer, Social Media Strategist and Health Coach 
SocialMediaforWellnessPros.com • @meldeardorff 

When it comes to Pinterest, here’s how I ... 

Stay up-to-date on an ever-changing platform 

  
pinterest.com/ 
MelDeardorff 

A social network is like 
the weather in Kansas 
City, where I live. If you 
don’t like it, just wait and 
it’ll change.  

“ 

” 
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Thank you … and let’s keep in touch! 
I hope you enjoyed reading about health coaches and wellness pros who are using Pinterest effectively to share 

compelling visual content, grow their brands and reach current and potential clients online. 


If you’re in the health and wellness industry and consider yourself a Pinterest pro — or if you know someone who 

is — I’d love to hear from you, as I plan to update this book. Also, I’d like to connect with men in the industry, 

because I know some are using Pinterest. I reached out to several as I was preparing this ebook … and ... it was 

crickets. I’d also like to talk with wellness pros who are doing great things on Facebook, G+, Instagram, LinkedIn, 

Twitter and YouTube, as I will cover these channels in future blog posts and ebooks. 


To keep in touch with me, you can: 


 Subscribe to the SocialMediaforWellnessPros.com blog and get access to marketing resources and advice. 

 Follow @meldeardorff on Twitter or Instagram. 

 Join one of the private Facebook groups I manage: Social Media for Health Coaches and Health and 


Wellness Bloggers. Click Join Group, and I will welcome you in. 

 Email melanie@SocialMediaforWellnessPros.com or call my voice-mail at 210-816-BLOG (2564). 


This ebook is published under a Creative Commons license, which includes crediting me if you reference any 
part of it and also not using the ebook for commercial purposes. This is your personal copy of the book. To share 
it with others, please use this link: SocialMediaforWellnessPros.com/free-pinterest-ebook. Also, this ebook isnt 
affiliated with Pinterest in any way, nor is Pinterest a sponsor of this project. I believe that my references to the 
Pinterest name and logo follow usage guidelines found at business.pinterest.com/brand-guidelines. 

Thanks for your interest in this ebook. And to the contributors, I can’t thank you enough for sharing your advice! 
Now let’s all go spread the word — using images! — about health and wellness businesses on Pinterest. 

Melanie Deardorff 
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